
Thalia is a pesimistic plant. 

Her neighbour, max, seems to see things differently…

If a plant would have a 
brain…

...One snail 
and you’re 

dead.

The world makes her anxious.

Grow more 
now? No thanks. 

Conditions might seem 
ideal but ..

most importantly,
I don’t want to 
seem more 
attractive as
 food for:

Growing so 
much cannot be 
good for you, 

Max. 

A 
brain!?

… What 
if nutritions 

become scarce? 
What if the 

weather changes? 
Everybody knows 

about global 
warming!

She is also 

terrified of 
snails.

So 
everything 

Is helpless.

But I still Don’t 
feel like growing 
more branches…

You’re thinking wronG. We are strong 
because we are Always able to grow more and 
because  We have flexibility of form and no 
unique parts! Any Part of us can be eaten and 

we still can be happy. 

Of course you 
don’t, it’s in your 

nature

Let me explain..

Why not?

I don’t know…
AH! Taking These 

decisions is hard. 
Sometimes I wish I 

had a brain..



Wow. How 
pretty 

clever we are 
to make 

decisions 
without a brain!

Now let the wind, 
the sun and the 

snails come!
if one stem is 
eaten, I’ll 
grow some 

more!

Thalia, we are in a controlled 
lab, remember?

Oh..

then I wonder where my 
fear of snails comes 

from…?

This is you, 
Thalia

You’re a very 
common plant.

Regulating 
growth upward 
is crucial  to 
compete for 
better light 
conditions.

You are just 
making sensible 

decisions!

Welcome to the world of apical* dominance

I control the 
auxin flow!

in any 
case, Auxin 
stops all 
the other 
low-level 
Branches 

from 
growing
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Actually the auxin flow 
is controlled by the 

transporters

Yes! we’re 
at the bottom 
of the cells 
and only let 

auxin flow 
down 

← Cell

← 
Another
Cell

← Yet
Another
Cell

more auxiliary branches = MaX

And this is me: MAX

I make more reckless decisions 
about branching because something is 

missing in me: 
the max genes  

Max genes help to 
make other molecules 

called Strigolactones. 
and Strigolactones help 
to place PIN proteins!

So, no max genes -> 
no Strigolactones -> 

no super strong auxin flow 
inhibiting auxiliary 

branching

But this is not 
occurring 

naturally. I was 
made to be this 

way.

The end.

MAKe

Place

*apical: fancy word for “At the tip of” something


